## Match No. 22: FRANCE versus NORWAY

### Final Result
- **FRANCE**: A 26, B 28
- **Extra time**: A 6, B 7

### City and Hall
- **Trondheim**, **Trondheim Spektrum**
- **Date**: SUN 12 JAN 2020
- **Time**: 18:15

### Teams
- **Home team**: FRANCE
- **Guest team**: NORWAY

### Player of the Match
- **Team**: FRA
- **No.**: 23
- **Surname**: Fabregas
- **First name**: Ludovic

### Team Time-Outs

#### FRANCE
- **1st Time-out**: A 14:31
- **2nd Time-out**: A 50:13
- **3rd Time-out**: A 58:03

#### NORWAY
- **1st Time-out**: B 26:10
- **2nd Time-out**: B 54:14
- **3rd Time-out**: B 59:01

### No. of 7 m Goals

#### FRANCE
- **7 m Goals**: A 4, B 3

#### NORWAY
- **7 m Goals**: A 4, B 3

### Responsible officials

#### FRANCE
- **Off. A**: DINART Didier
- **Off. B**: GILLE Guillaume
- **Off. C**: KIEFFER Jean Luc
- **Off. D**: SEBASTIEN Pierre
- **Off. E**: HABIRE Jean Christophe
- **Off. F**: GAUTIER Sebastion
- **Off. G**: MOUSSET Emmanuel
- **Off. H**: BANA Philippe

#### NORWAY
- **Off. A**: TOMAC Zeljko
- **Off. B**: BERGE Christian
- **Off. C**: LUND Borge
- **Off. D**: MARKUSSEN Harald
- **Off. E**: EGE Steinar
- **Off. F**: VIKEN Ole Martin
- **Off. G**: KNUTSEN Gry Hage
- **Off. H**: BANA Philippe

### Remarks
- **Report follows**

### Secretary
- **SKJEVIK Ken** / NOR

### Timekeeper
- **ALSTAD Janicke** / NOR

### Referees
- **HORACEK Vaclav** / CZE

### EHF Observer
- **SITSI Urmo** / EST

### EHF Supervisor
- **TRESPIDI Marco** / ITA

---

**Note**: The table includes full names of players and officials, game time statistics, and other relevant details from the match between FRANCE and NORWAY in the 2020 Men's European Championship. The document is structured to provide a comprehensive overview of the match, including player statistics, time-out information, and other administrative details.